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Thyroid stem cells – danger or resource?
Cellule staminali e tiroide – pericolo o risorsa?
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SUMMARY

The thyroid gland has long since been known for its self-renewal ability, mainly in cases of hyperplastic disease such as goitre. Recently the 
amazing improvement in knowledge about stem cells has explained this potentiality. Some stem cell features and their clinical usefulness 
are summarized here, reviewing data from the literature:
1) the proven presence of adult stem cells in thyroid tissue, either normal, goitrous or neoplastic, bring with it important implications re-

garding tissue regeneration and oncogenesis;
2) modifying culture conditions and micro-environment stem cells have led to mature tissue with specialized functions. This has consider-

ably changed the attitude of regenerative medicine and cancer research;
3) fi nally, identifi cation of stem cells and stem cell markers in thyroid cancer, gives hope for the development of new therapeutic ap-

proaches in recurrent or treatment-resistant thyroid cancer.
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RIASSUNTO

Da tempo i clinici conoscono le capacità rigenerative del tessuto tiroideo, ma solo recentemente sono state identifi cate cellule staminali 
adulte nella tiroide, soprattutto nei pazienti con struma. Alcune sorprendenti potenzialità delle cellule staminali e la loro utilità clinica 
vengono riassunte attraverso l’analisi di dati della letteratura:
1) la documentata presenza di cellule staminali adulte nel tessuto tiroideo sano, iperplastico, o neoplastico, ha portato a considerazioni 

di notevole interesse sulle potenzialità rigenerative e sull’eventuale evoluzione tumorale:
2) la possibilità di orientare, modifi cando l’ambiente e le condizioni di coltura, la differenziazione delle cellule staminali verso cellule 

mature diversamente specializzate crea aspettative importanti nel campo della medicina rigenerativa;
3) infi ne l’identifi cazione di cellule staminali e dei loro marcatori biologici nei carcinomi tiroidei, differenziati, indifferenziati o midollari, 

apre a nuove ipotesi di terapia per le neoplasie non sensibili ai trattamenti usuali.

PAROLE CHIAVE: Tiroide • Tumori maligni • Cellule staminali • Riparazione tessutale
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Introduction

The thyroid gland has long since been known for its self-

renewal ability, mainly in cases of hyperplastic disease 

such as goitre. On the basis of old observations, subto-

tal thyroidectomy has been considered safe for survival 

since Professor Kocher’s studies. Only in recent years, 

have adult stem (AS) cells been documented in the human 

thyroid 1-4.

Stem cells are usually classifi ed as embryonic or as AS 

cells. Embryonic stem (ES) cells are primitive totipotent 

cells derived from inner cell mass that is part of the blasto-

cyst in early embryogenesis. A totipotent ES cell can give 

rise to any cell type in the body 5 6. AS cells are thought to 

be multi-potent, i.e., they have self-renewal abilities but 

can differentiate only into specifi c cell types according to 

the organ in which they reside 6 7. AS cells lay undiffer-
entiated in most differentiated adult tissues as quiescent 
or slow cycling cells, able to make copies of themselves 
when needed, for tissue turnover or wound repair. Cancer 
stem cells may originate from these “normal” stem cells, 
or they may be a consequence of de-differentiation from 
mature cells. Although their self-renewal ability may be an 
exciting prospective for their possible use as “spare parts” 
in replacement therapies for many diseases, ranging from 
myocardial infarction to diabetes or Parkinson’s disease, 
this same ability may be an important cancer-initiating 
risk. The troubling hypothesis that normal stem cells and 
cancer stem cells might share the same biological aspects 
and molecular features has led to many studies aiming to 
identify which signalling pathways are in charge of nor-
mal or pathological cell replication. New investigations 
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on cancer treatment procedures currently target selected 

steps of these signal transduction pathways.

Thyroid stem cells
The existence of thyroid stem cell populations, within 

the mature thyroid, was fi rst advanced by Dumont et al. 8. 

Few reports on the potential proliferation of thyroid solid 

cell nets (solid ultimo-branchial body remnants: SCN) 

suggested that the main cells of solid nets could be multi-

potent cells, involved in self-renewal of follicles and C-

cells 9. In primary cultures, isolated from human goitres 

and in goitrous tissue specimens, Thomas et al. 2 detected 

biochemical markers for adult stem and precursor cells of 

endodermal origin. It has now been proven that adult stem 

cells do exist within the human goitrous thyroid 1 2. About 

1-2% of nodular goitre cells are stem cells; on the other 

hand, in normal thyroid tissue, stem cells are estimated 

to be maximum 0.1% 2 4 8, they retain thyroid stimulat-

ing hormone (TSH) dependence although their growth is 

strictly linked to micro-environmental cells (niche cells) 

that interact with stem cells, regulating differentiation, 

proliferation and apoptosis 10. Adult stem cells, maintain-

ing both their proliferation and differentiation ability, can 

be detected in the thyroid gland at any age 1-3. Physiologi-

cal and pathological stimuli, such as growth factors or 

malnutrition, iodide defi ciency, thyroid tissue destruction 

or necrosis, can overcome the control of niche cells lead-

ing to stem cell hyper-proliferation. A higher growth rate 

may cause nodular transformation of the thyroid tissue.

A low but signifi cant proliferation has been shown in 

the thyroid, even in adults. The thyroid is renewed rather 

slowly, only 6 to 8 renewals during adult life 4 11. However, 

most thyrocytes, in the adult thyroid, are able to respond 

to proliferative stimuli. An extraordinary regeneration of 

thyrocytes occurs when follicles are severely destroyed, 

such as in thyroiditis. Regenerating thyrocytes actively re-

construct thyroid follicles together with endothelial cells 

and fi broblasts. Follicle regeneration and homeostasis 

are maintained by a pool of stem cells “sleeping” in the 

adult thyroid gland 11-14. Factors released by damaged tis-

sues, such as cytokines, may direct stem cells to the lesion 

site, where they meet growth and differentiation factors 

as well as micro-environmental cells controlling specif-

ic progression until the mature tissue. There are several 

known sources of stem cells. At least three different types 

of stem cells have been described in the thyroid gland: A) 

the progenitor of follicular cells, derived from the fl oor of 

the foregut (endodermal origin); B) the progenitor of C 

cells, originating in the ultimo-branchial bodies (neural 

crest origin); and, C) a bipotential progenitor of both fol-

licular cells and C cells, the existence of which has been 

suggested by immuno-fl uorescence studies 4 11. Alterna-

tively, stem cell may not originate in the thyroid gland 

itself, but from the migration of some universal stem cells, 

as occurs in many other tissues: bone marrow stroma cells 

replenish the blood, but they also contribute to muscle, 

brain, liver, heart, and endothelium 15-17, while muscle and 

nerve stem cells can contribute to blood 18. Growth factors 

and micro-environment, in each recipient tissue, modulate 

the differentiation to mature cells. Both thyroid stem cells 

and universal stem cells could undergo genetic alteration 

triggering tumours.

Many culture conditions have been described to select en-

riched thyrocyte population from ES, either from animal 

tissues or from human goitres 2 3. Recently thyrocyte-like 

cells have been obtained from murine CCE Es cell lines, 

after 2 weeks, treatment with TSH, the main regulating 

factor for thyroid tissue 5 6 19. After TSH treatment ES-de-

rived cells express molecular aspects and biological func-

tions specifi c to follicular cells: thyroglobulin (Tg) and Tg 

iodination, sodium-iodide symporter (NIS), thyroperoxi-

dase (TPO) and TSH receptors. They are able to generate 

cAMP in response to TSH 5. These studies suggest that 

development of thyrocytes is partly possible in cultures of 

ES cells. Moreover, according to these studies, effects of 

growth factors and signalling pathways can be investigated 

with culture model. Further studies on niche and micro-

environmental control could help to direct and modulate 

ES differentiation into mature follicle structures.

Pathogenetic mechanism in thyroid cancer
Differentiated thyroid cancer is generally thought to have 

a very good prognosis. In spite of this, a small percentage 

of tumours rapidly progress unexpectedly and is some-

times devastating. Although prognostic algorithms are 

available to identify patients at high risk, based on their 

clinical evaluation and histology, there are still many un-

solved problems in identifying molecular mechanism un-

derlying these uncontrolled progressions and their lack of 

responsiveness to routine treatment.

According to classical multistep carcinogenesis model 

(Fig. 1), thyroid cancer cells are generally thought to 

originate from the sequential accumulation of genetic al-

terations during the life cycle of well-differentiated pre-

malignant thyrocytes, until the overt expression of the 

neoplastic phenotype, followed by clonal overgrowth 20. 

There are two classes of genes, in which mutations are 

of particular importance in carcinogenesis: 1) the tumour 

suppressor genes, the mutations of which are important 

events in tumour progression, and, 2) the oncogenes, ab-

normal genes generated by mutation/activation of “nor-

mal” proto-oncogenes. Chromosomal rearrangements 

leading to expression of oncogenes in the tyrosine kinase 

domain are common fi ndings in differentiated thyroid 

cancers 21.

The fi rst deregulated receptor-tyrosine kinase identifi ed 

in thyroid cancer, the RET proto-oncogene, is located on 

chromosome 10 and encodes a trans-membrane receptor-
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tyrosine kinase involved in early stages of both papillary 
and medullary thyroid cancer pathogenesis. RET activa-
tion mechanisms are different: a point mutation for med-
ullary carcinoma and an intra- or inter-chromosomal rear-
rangement (RET/PTC) for papillary cancer, with higher 
prevalence in radiation induced PTCs and much lower 
prevalence in sporadic tumours.
The second alteration is due to a point mutation in the 
B-RAF proto-oncogene, located on chromosome 7 and in-
volved in the MAPK signal transduction pathway, closely 
linked to early events of papillary cancer, more frequent in 
sporadic tumours, and rare in radiation-induced PTCs 22.
Another chromosomal rearrangement in papillary cancers 
involves the NTRK1 proto-oncogene (neutrophic receptor 
tyrosine kinase) located on chromosome 1, which forms 
with different fusion patterns chimeric oncogenes, in-
volved in several signal-transduction cascades.
Finally, the RAS oncogene is involved in the early steps 
of follicular thyroid cell transformation, and RAS point 
mutations are found both in adenomas and follicular car-
cinomas. A crucial role in the progression of follicular ad-
enoma to follicular carcinoma seems to be a translocation 
which generates a chimeric gene, PAX8-PPAR 23 24.
The current concept of the pathogenesis of undifferenti-
ated thyroid cancer is that it may evolve through further 
dedifferentiation of follicular or papillary cancers, and the 
most frequent genetic alteration found in the late transi-
tion to undifferentiated thyroid cancer involves inactivat-
ing point mutation of p53 20 21 25.
These multistep models of molecular determination of 
thyroid cancer do not explain all types of known thyroid 
tumours, actually it accounts for less than 85% of differ-

entiated tumours and 22-82% of undifferentiated tumours, 
thus some phenotypic variances of thyroid cancer follow a 
molecular model, at present not yet fully understood.
The histological aspects and biological behaviours of thy-
roid cancers are extremely variable, and, even in the same 
tissue, trabeculae, nests, sheets, follicles and papillary 
structures may coexist, but in front of different aspects 
these cells have often a monoclonal origin.
Recently, besides the classical multi-step theories, a dif-
ferent view of thyroid tumourigenesis has been proposed: 
the foetal-stem cell carcinogenesis hypothesis (Fig. 2). In 
this model, the cellular target for malignant transforma-
tion are normal stem/precursor cells, thus the different 
histological subtypes and the different biological aggres-
siveness could refl ect different stages of aberrant biologi-
cal pathway 11 26.
Due to their pluripotency and undifferentiated state, stem 
cells have been thought to be involved in the pathogenesis 
of human tumours in many different body tissues, since 
stem cells share many properties with cancer cells, such 
as self-renewal and indefi nite growth 1 27 28. The hypothesis 
that also thyroid cancer could be a stem cell disease has 
been proposed by several Authors 11 29 30 and cancer stem 
cells have been reported in some thyroid carcinoma cell 
lines 30 31. Theoretically, cancer stem cells may originate 
or from “normal” stem cells for a wrong differentiation, 
either from “normal” mature cells for dedifferentiation 11, 
both pathways are probably involved, but the time and the 
mutations needed for complete trip to cancer are less for 
stem cells.
Certainly, not all cancers are due to a stem cell “gone 
bad”, but some cancer-initiating cells are probably stem 

Fig. 1. Multi-step pathogenesis of differentiated thyroid cancer.
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cells, and the degree of differentiation may depend on the 

stage at which the error occurs.

The classical hypothesis of multistep disease together 

with the stem cells hypothesis do not exclude each other, 

but, on the contrary, they may contribute to explain the 

very different behaviour of some thyroid cancers and their 

different molecular aspects.

The cancer stem cell model brings with it important im-

plications, both for the diagnosis and for the treatment of 

thyroid cancer: to identify the fi rst step or the fi rst clonal 

error in stem cell proliferation and dedifferentiation shows 

the way for target therapies. Future fi ndings regarding ge-

netic determination of thyroid tumours and cancer stem 

cells would possibly redirect therapeutic choices in the 

management of recurrent or rapidly spreading diseases, 

not responding to conventional 131I therapy.

Stem cells and therapy
Over the last few years, the use of embryonic stem (ES) 

cells has strongly impressed researchers due to their po-

tential contribution to regenerative medicine. ES cells 

isolated from the inner cell mass of blastocyst-stage em-

bryos are totipotent cells, able to produce all cell types in 

the body both in vitro and in vivo 19 32 33. By manipulating 

culture conditions, ES cells may differentiate into cells of 

all lineage. Protocols are currently available according to 

Fig. 2. Stem cell hypothesis for thyroid cancer.
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which hepatocytes and neural, haemopoietic, cardiac or 
pancreatic cells can be generated 34 35.
Although many culture conditions and selection strategies 
have been described to obtain mature thyrocytes from ES 
cells, these culture procedures produced only transient 
thyrocyte-like cells, and further genetic manipulation of 
micro-environment and thyroid specifi c proteins are nec-
essary to obtain pure, differentiated and perfectly func-
tional thyroid cells 6. The use of stem cells as a basis for 
reparative processes is indicated not only in degenerative 
diseases but also in cases of extensive tissue destruction as 
occurs in burns or following radical surgery.
Follicular reconstruction is not generally thought to be 
particularly useful for human well-being, due to availabil-
ity of effective economic and well-tolerated hormone re-
placement therapy for hypothyroidism. On the other hand, 
thyroid stem cells, mainly from goitre tissue, could be 
used for transplantation therapy in various degenerative 
diseases or in myocardial diseases. The major concern, 
in reconstructive medicine, could be that the transplanted 
cells must escape destruction by the recipient’s immune 
system, mainly in patients with autoimmune disease 19. 
This problem could be at least partly overcome with the 
use of autologous stem cells. Bone marrow and blood are 
two common places where autologous stem cells are ob-
tained; thyroid and lipid tissue could offer an alternative 
in cases of bone marrow destruction, such as after chemo-
therapy. Stem cells have also been used as “delivery ve-
hicles” of drugs such as interferon β due to their capacity 
to reach wounded or cancer tissues, attracted by VEGF to 
form the stroma of the target tissue or the perycytes for 
angiogenesis 36 37.

The cancer stem cell theory could really affect cancer 
treatment, providing both information on aggressiveness 
and new targets for chemotherapy or biologic treatment. 
Although the idea of treatments focused on the cancer 
stem cells may look exciting, targeting the cancer stem 
cells is not easy at all. Cancer stem cells are relatively 
quiescent compared to other cancer cells and for that rea-
son are resistant to traditional anti-cancer drugs directed 
against rapidly dividing cells. They do not appear to have 
hyper-activation of proliferative signals like tyrosine ki-
nase, so they are probably resistant to anti thyrokinase 
drugs. If cancer stem cells are quiescent during therapy 
they may survive treatment directed to dividing cells. 
In this case, the patient may be apparently “cured” but 
will relapse when stem cells are reactivated. Anti-VEGF 
drugs, or biological drugs, are likely to be used in the fu-
ture, as for the treatment of leukaemia. Drugs targeting 
cancer stem cells could stabilize and prolong disease-free 
survival 6 36. Further research is required to differentiate 
genes and signalling pathways involved in the process of 
stem cell carcinogenesis and for the development of new 
targeted forms of treatment.
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